
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? people
benefit more from traveling in their own country than from
traveling to foregin countries . Use specific reasons and examples
to support your answer .
Nowadays there are many options of travel for people to choose
and going to abroad which is becoming more convenient than
earlier decades . It is obviouse that people prefer to traveling to
foregin foreign countries than their own country because they
think they it would be more interesting that and I am not no
exception of to this but In my opinion It is better to traveling in
their own our country and for which I have a couple of reasons .

First of all, people need to know all the cultures of their own
country because it in that case cognitioning knowing other
countries' cultures becomes easier and If a tourist asks you about
your civilization and culture , you can answer easily and
completely correctly . I have lots of cities with different cultures,
various folks and diverse languages in my country . For instance,
iranian Baluchi people have several foods with extraordinery
extraordinary local costumes . In addition, when you traveling to
your own country, you can find wilderness with the least visitors .
For example Darak beach near Chabahar in Sistan and
Balouchestan is located where the sea of Oman reaches the Indian
Ocean . There can be a piece of paradise.
Secondly, you might have a language problems when you
traveling to abroad . It is much easier for people to taraveling to
inside their own country because if so they do not need buying the
transportation tickets, booking hotels, asking for directions or
ordering dishes in a restaurant. In my personal experience, I had a
trip to India which where I could not to be ate eat anything except
ice creams and MacDonalds for ten days because they even ate
pappers pepper with bread in their breakfast or imagian imagine
you are traveling to Japan; they do not accept speak any foreign
language and a few of them can speak English .
Ultimately, traveling to foreign countries my look more interesting
in appearance but it has more problems like languages and high
cost . Where I to choose between traveling to abroad and my own
country, I would go for traveling to my own country because I
prefer to know the history of my country and my civilization .


